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We have tweaked our earnings for Hub Power Generation Company
Limited (HUBC) by +10% for FY20 and downwards by 7%-8% for
FY21-22 after incorporating recent decline in interest rates (down by
625bps so far in CY20 to 7.0%), higher borrowing requirement for
working capital and delays in project commencement of Thar Energy
Limited (TEL) and Thal Nova (further ~6-month delay),



We maintain our liking for the Company on account of healthy earnings
growth from FY20-25 driven by new coal projects coming online.
However, on account of cash tied up in circular debt and equity
requirements for new projects, cash constraints are likely to persist
leading to restrictive cash payout,



We maintain a BUY stance on HUBC with our revised Dec-20 target
price of PKR 147/share offering 84% upside from last close. The
company is currently trading at FY21/22 P/E of 3.1/2.4x.
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Strong earnings growth ahead – 5yr CAGR of +17% during FY20-25F…
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We have tweaked our earnings for Hub Power Generation Company Limited
(HUBC) by +10% for FY20 and downwards by 7%-8% for FY21-22 after
incorporating recent decline in interest rates (down by 625bps so far in CY20 to
7.0%), higher borrowing requirement for working capital and delays in project
commencement of Thar Energy Limited (TEL) and Thal Nova (further ~6-month
delay). We maintain our liking for the Company on account of healthy earnings
growth from FY20-25 driven by new coal projects coming online. However, on
account of cash tied up in circular debt and equity requirements for new projects,
cash constraints are likely to persist leading to restrictive cash payout. Thus
HUBC’s attractiveness has shifted from a high dividend yield company to
earnings growth. Our Dec-20 revised target price of PKR 147/share offers 84%
upside from last close.
…this is to be primarily driven by new coal plants

We expect HUBC to post earnings growth of +2.4xYoY in FY20 on account of
commencement of operations of its 47.5% owned associate – China Power Hub
Generation Company Limited (CPHGCL) which achieved COD in Aug’19. To
recall, HUBC entered into several different coal projects which included
CPHGCL, TEL and Thal Nova Limited. CPHGCL on annual basis is estimated
to contribute PKR 13-16/share to HUBC’s consolidated earnings during FY2124, while TEL and Thal Nova cumulatively are expected to contribute PKR 46/share to HUBC’s consolidated earnings during FY22-24. On account of Covid19 outbreak, project commencement date for Thal Nova (23% completed as of
Apr-20) has been moved up by 9 months to Jan-22 whereas for TEL (55%
completed as of Apr-20) it has been moved up by 3 months to Jun-21. However,
on account of force majeure claimed by EPC contractor due to Covid-19 outbreak,
which has been notified to PPIB by HUBC, would result in delays in COD of the
plants and thus lead to a penalty of USD 2.8mn/month.
The worst is seemingly priced in, HUBC is worth a re-look

While dividend payouts are likely to remain restricted until cash-flow issues
resolve – over the next few years – we believe the negatives appear to be largely
priced in. HUBC has shed 15%CYTD, significantly underperforming the KSEPage | 1
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100 (which has shed c. 7.6%CYTD) to trade at a FY21f P/E of 3.1x. This is 63%
below its average forward P/E of 8.4x, leaving significant room for valuation rerating, in our view.
Exhibit: Earnings contribution of existing and new projects (PKRbn)

Exhibit: HUBC historic average P/E

Coal projects to contribute major portion in earnings growth going forward, 5yr CAGR of 17% FY20-25f

HUBC is trading at a steep discount to its historic average P/E of 8.4x
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Build up in CPP and EPP payments weighing on cash flows

HUBC’s base plant has been nearly non-operational in the last year or so owing
to lower demand by power purchaser from FO based power plants. This has led
to a slowdown of accumulation in the overall receivables which currently stand at
PKR 95bn as of Mar-20. The EPP receivables have actually declined since Jun19 from PKR 19bn to PKR 16.5bn as of Mar-20. However, CPP receivables have
piled up by a whopping PKR ~10bn to PKR 40bn as of Mar-20 compared to PKR
31bn as at Jun-19. Out of this PKR 40bn, nearly PKR 30bn is overdue CPP
payments of Hub plant. Thus cash stuck against CPP payments has weighed on
cash flows leading to lower payouts amid increased requirement for WC financing
and cash required for equity stake financing in new projects.
With the burden of CPP payments on Government touching PKR ~1.0trn, CPP
payments are likely to be further delayed in our view whereas payments relating
to coal plants would be prioritized. The situation has also worsened post Covid19 outbreak as Government had announced stimulus package and provided relief
through Federal Budget 2021, thus putting further pressure on fiscal side.
Exhibit: Break-up of receivables as at Mar-20 (PKR bn)
HUBC’s receivables majorly comprise of CPP over dues as base plant remained non operational
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HUBC’s cash constraints to ease once all projects achieve COD
Cash constraints due to circular debt persist. However, this should be largely
resolved once (a) equity requirements for new projects are met, and (b) upcoming
coal projects achieve COD (Thal Nova COD: Jan-22). As of Mar-20 a total of
USD 23mn and USD 10-15mn was left for TEL and Thal Nova respectively.
Furthermore, recent 625bps cumulative decline in interest rates (to 7.0% from
Mar-20-to- date), should translate into positive earnings impacts of PKR 4-5/share
which should help ease debt burden entering in to FY21.
Agreement with KEL for base plant’s coal conversion should add to savings

As part of ongoing negotiations with committee formed by the Government and
lower demand by for FO based generation, HUBC is considering to convert two
units of its base plant in to coal (likely to cost around USD 500-600mn) with a
separate Power Purchase Agreement with KEL. It is pertinent to mention that Hub
plant remains low on NEPRA’s overall merit order list. This would save the
Government from having to pay capacity payments during non-operational
months around the year while lower tariff would allow further savings when
offtake is needed.
FO based plants largely ignored in Sukuk-II cash disbursements

The Energy Sukuk-II was issued and disbursed during Jun-20 after significant
delay with negligible disbursements towards FO based power plants. Total EPP
and CPP payments accounted for only 4% of the total PKR 200bn payment.
HUBC’s base plant received only PKR 100mn in CPP payments (out of overdue
receivables of PKR 30bn), while Narowal received PKR 619mn in EPP payments.
However, Laraib (Hydel) received a much larger share of PKR 1.92bn and PKR
0.05bn under EPP and CPP payments respectively. Total CPP payments overdue
for Narowal and Laraib stood at PKR ~8bn as of Mar-20. CPHGCL being a coal
plants received a major chunk of its overdue EPP payments to the tune of PKR
8.71bn.
Exhibit: HUBC’s share in Energy Sukuk-II payments
Hub plant and Narowal received the least share whereas Laraib and CPHGCL received a major chunk
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Cumulatively EPP and CPP payments relating to FO plants accounted for only
3% of HUBCs receivables as at Mar-20 (12% including CPHGC) and has had
limited impact on cash flows for HUBC. The Company’s receivables are
estimated to come down by PKR 11.4bn to PKR 84bn excluding additional pile
up of dues in 4QFY20.
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Government formed committee in negotiation with IPPs under Power Policy
1994/2002 to re-draft PPAs

The newly formed committee by the Government is in talks with IPPs falling
under Power Policy 1994/2002 which is reported to have different points under
discussion. As per the news reports (Link), the committee is working towards
negotiating changes in PPA of IPPs. As PPAs of IPPs are ‘signed and sealed’, we
believe these discussion points are unlikely to materialize and could only be
amended on mutual agreement.

Exhibit: Points under discussion with IPPs under Power Policy 1994/2002

Points under discussion
IPPs to shift from take or pay to take
and pay contract terms

Remove Indexation from USD to PKR
(for return on equity to IPPs)
IPPs to return the "excess" payments
they received as pointed out in the
report of committee headed by
Muhammad Ali
Reduction of interest rate and payments
on debt and other components,
extension of debt tenor

Analyst Comments
Currently all the PPAs are on take or pay basis which guarantees return to IPPs regardless of offtake from
power purchaser. IPPs may agree to this as they could enter in to contract with bulk consumer when there
is no demand from power purchaser however transmission cost could be a burden for the IPPs if cost is
shared.
Under the current return structure for IPPs, PPAs are indexed with USD and any depreciation of PKR
translates in to higher PKR returns for the IPPs. As USD to PKR indexation directly impacts IPPs
profitability, there is a low possibility that IPPs would agree on changes within USD PKR indexation such
as capping the USD rate.
The committee is negotiating on a claw back mechanism for sharing efficiency and other gains and
savings in the future between power purchaser and IPPs which would be subject to verification of various
cost, heat rate efficiency, etc. We believe IPPs may agree on these terms however, this is unlikely to
affect HUBC’s base plant and Narowal due to limited room for efficiency gains. This may impact other
plants operating under Power Policy 2002 (namely Nishat IPPs, PKGP and AES)
As most of these IPPs have already paid of their debt and ones that remain will pay it off in the next few
years, this will have little to no impact on IPPs falling under 1994/2002 power policy if agreed upon.

IPPs have responded to their points under discussion by stating that the main
problems lies with new plants and DISCOs and that’s where the committee should
focus in bringing down the tariff. IPPs are of the view that by working towards (i)
improving bottlenecks at the transmission/distribution level and (ii) reducing
capacity payments of new plants (RLNG, coal), would substantially bring down
the tariff by PKR 3-4/unit. Furthermore reducing Libor plus spread by 50% and
increasing tenor of debt to 25yrs for new plants could provide a relief of PKR 1.52/unit whereas old plants can only contribute PKR 0.1/unit under this proposal.
Recommendation

We maintain a BUY stance on HUBC with our revised Dec-20 target price of
PKR 147/share offering 84% upside from last close. The company is currently
trading at FY21/22 P/E of 3.1/2.4x. Although cash payout has remains a key
concern, we believe cash constraints are likely to ease off once financing for new
projects are completed. Even after incorporating discount to P/E for high debt
levels, HUBC is trading at a steep discount. We prefer HUBC as a Long term play
where short term risks of cash constraints and dividend payout should be
overcome by healthy cash generation from coal plants over the next 2-3 years.
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security/securities discussed in this report accurately reflect his or her or their personal views and that he/she has not received and will not receive
direct or indirect compensation in exchange for expressing specific recommendations or views in this report. The analyst(s) is principally
responsible for the preparation of this research report and that he/she or his/her close family/relative does not own 1% or more of a class of
common equity securities of the following company/companies covered in this report.
Disclaimer: The information and opinions contained herein are prepared by IGI Finex Securities Limited and is for information purposes only.
Whilst every effort has been made to ensure that all the information (including any recommendations or opinions expressed) contained in this
document (the information) is not misleading or unreliable, IGI Finex Securities Limited makes no representation as to the accuracy or
completeness of the information. Neither, IGI Finex Securities Limited nor any director, officer or employee of IGI Finex Securities Limited shall
in any manner be liable or responsible for any loss that may be occasioned as consequence of a party relying on the information. This document
takes no account of the investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of investors, who shall seek further professional advice
before making any investment decision. The subject Company (ies) is a client of the IGI Finex Securities Limited and IGI Finex Securities offers
brokerage services to subject company (ies) on a regular basis, in line with industry practice. This document and the information may not be
reproduced, distributed or published by any recipient for any purpose. This report is not directed or intended for distribution to, or use by any
person or entity not a client of IGI Finex Securities Limited, else directed for distribution.
Rating system: IGI Finex Securities employs three tier ratings system, depending upon expected total return (return is defined as capital gain
exclusive of tax) of the security in stated time period, as follows:
Recommendation

Rating System

Buy

If target price on aforementioned security(ies) is more than 10%, from its last closing price(s)

Hold

If target price on aforementioned security(ies) is in between -10% and 10%, from its last closing price(s)

Sell

If target price on aforementioned security(ies) is less than -10%, from its last closing price(s)

Time Horizon: Dec – 2020
Valuation Methodology: The analyst(s) has used following valuation methodology to arrive at the target price of the said
security (ies):
(Discounted Cash Flow)
Risk: Investment in securities are subject to economic risk, market risk, interest rate risks, currency risks, and credit risks, political and geopolitical
risks. The performance of company (ies) covered herein might unfavorably be affected by multiple factors including, business, economic, and
political conditions. Hence, there is no assurance or guarantee that estimates, recommendation, opinion, etc. given about the security (ies)/company
(ies) in the report will be achieved.
Basic Definitions and Terminologies used: Target Price: A price target is the projected price level of a financial security stated by an investment
analyst or advisor. It represents a security's price that, if achieved, results in a trader recognizing the best possible outcome for his investment,
Last Closing: Latest closing price, Market Cap.: Market capitalization is calculated by multiplying a company's shares outstanding by current
trading price. EPS: Earnings per Share. DPS: Dividend per Share. ROE: Return on equity is the amount of net income returned as a percentage
of shareholders’ equity. P/E: Price to Earnings ratio of a company's share price to its per-share earnings. P/B: Price to Book ratio used to compare
a stock's market value to its book value. DY: The dividend yield is dividend per share, divided by the price per share.
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